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GENERATING COMPUTER RESPONSES TO SOCIAL CONVERSATIONAL

INPUTS

BACKGROUND

[0001] It is a challenge to make a computer provide appropriate conversational responses

to conversational inputs from individuals, i.e., natural language input that is

conversational, such that the computer's responses create an engaging user experience.

Part of the challenge is understanding an input, given variations inherent in natural

language. Another part of the challenge is ensuring that any response to the input is

appropriate. Many factors affect whether a response is considered appropriate, such as

vocabulary selection, tone, consistency with a "personality" or branding, and whether the

response is entertaining, witty, engaging, not offensive, and the like.

[0002] In some systems, this challenge is addressed by manually specifying patterns, such

as by using regular expressions, and associating human authored content to those patterns.

If an input matches a regular expression, then content associated with the matched regular

expression can be provided as a response. Such systems are developed by people with

specialized skills in writing and analyzing regular expressions, typically computer

programmers, and yet other people with skills in writing appropriate content for responses,

typically content editors.

[0003] In some systems, this challenge is addressed by automatically generating responses

by mining conversations from a large data set. If an input matches an input of one or more

prior conversations, then a response can be automatically generated based on any

responses to that input from the prior conversation(s). In such a system, the automatically

generated response is not vetted by a human prior to the computer producing the response,

which increases the risk of generating an inappropriate response.

SUMMARY

[0004] This Summary is provided to introduce a selection of concepts in a simplified form

that are further described below in the Detailed Description. This Summary is intended

neither to identify key or essential features, nor to limit the scope, of the claimed subject

matter.

[0005] Conversational interactions between humans and computer systems can be

provided by a computer system that classifies an input by conversation type, and provides

human authored responses for conversation types. The input classification can be



performed using trained binary classifiers. Training can be performed by labeling inputs

as either positive or negative examples of a conversation type. Conversational responses

can be authored by the same individuals that label the inputs used in training the

classifiers. In some cases, the process of training classifiers can result in a suggestion of a

new conversation type, for which human authors can label inputs for a new classifier and

write content for responses for that new conversation type.

[0006] The invention may be embodied as a computer system, as any individual

component of such a computer system, as a process performed by such a computer system

or any individual component of such a computer system, or as an article of manufacture

including computer storage with computer program instructions are stored and which,

when processed by computers, configure those computers to provide such a computer

system or any individual component of such a computer system.

[0007] In the following description, reference is made to the accompanying drawings

which form a part hereof, and in which are shown, by way of illustration, specific example

implementations of this technique. It is understood that other embodiments may be

utilized and structural changes may be made without departing from the scope of the

disclosure.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0008] Figure 1 is a block diagram of an example application environment in which a

computer system supports generating responses to conversational inputs.

[0009] Figure 2 is a data flow diagram describing an example implementation of an input

processing module.

[0010] Figure 3 is a flowchart describing an example operation of an input processing

module.

[0011] Figure 4 is a flowchart describing an example implementation of a training

process.

[0012] Figure 5 is a data flow diagram of an example implementation of a training

processing module.

[0013] Figure 6 is a block diagram of an example computer with which components of

such a system can be implemented.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0014] The following section describes an example operating environment of a computer

that supports generating responses to conversational inputs.

[0015] Referring to Fig. 1, a computer 100 receives conversational input 102 from an

entity 104. The conversational input 102 comprises data that are intended to convey

meaning to a recipient of the input. The conversational input can be received through any

of a variety of devices and processing. A simple example of a conversational input is

"What is the weather today in Seattle?".

[0016] In response to the conversational input 102, the computer 100 generates a

conversational response 106. The conversational response 106 comprises data that are

intended to convey meaning to the entity 104 that provided the conversational input 102.

The conversational response 106 can be delivered to the entity 104 through any of a

variety of devices and processing. A simple example of a conversational response is "It is

raining today in Seattle."

[0017] To produce the conversational response, the computer 100 includes an input

processing module 108, an example implementation of which is described in more detail

below in connection with Figures 2 and 3 .

[0018] The input processing module 108 has parameters 110 that are set using a training

process. The training process is implemented through a training processing module 112.

The training processing module has inputs that receive training data 114 and outputs that

provide the parameters 110. An example implementation of a training processing module

is described in more detail below in connection with Figures 4 and 5 .

[0019] In Figure 1, the computer 100 includes both the input processing module 108 and

the training processing module 112. The computer 100 can include one or more distinct

general purpose computers or other distinct computing devices, each of which can include

one or more processors or processing devices. Thus, the modules 108 and 112 can be on

the same computing device or on separate computing devices, or portions thereof can be

on the same computing device. Each module 108 and 112 can be on one or more

computing devices.

[0020] In Figure 1, in one implementation, the training processing module 112 can

directly update parameters of the input processing module. In another implementation, the

training processing module can produce updated parameters separate from the input

processing module, and then transfer the updated parameters in the input processing

module from time to time.



[0021] In some implementations, training by the training processing module can occur

once. In other implementations, training can be performed as an ongoing process and the

parameters of the input processing module can be updated from time to time, such as

periodically.

[0022] The training processing module can produce one set of parameters that are used by,

and thus shared by, multiple different input processing modules on different computing

devices. Multiple different training processing modules can produce different sets of

parameters, whether for different input processing modules or to be selected from and

used by one input processing module, for example for different situations for an end user

or for different end users.

[0023] Figure 1 also shows the computer 100 receiving conversational inputs 102 and

providing conversational responses 106 to an entity 104. The entity 104 typically is an

individual.

[0024] The conversational inputs 102 typically are one or more words or phrases in a

natural language. Other inputs can include, but are not limited to, symbols conventionally

used to communicate meaning, but which may not be formally recognized as part of a

natural language, such as mathematical symbols, emoticons, and the like. Other data

related to the conversational inputs can include gesture data from an input device, sensor

data from wearable sensors and environmental sensors, image data, video data and/or

audio data, from which various metadata also can be extracted. Metadata related to an

entity's gestures, tone of voice, facial expressions, possible emotions and the like, can be

useful.

[0025] Such inputs can be provided in many ways. For example, the entity can type on a

keyboard. The entity can speak into a microphone and the computer 100 can perform

speech recognition. The entity can provide image or video data and the computer 100 can

perform image recognition or other image processing. The entity can provide text data

and the computer 100 can process the text to extract words and phrases.

[0026] The conversational responses 106 typically are one or more words or phrases in a

natural language. Other inputs can include, but are not limited to, symbols conventionally

used to communicate meaning, but which may not be formally recognized as part of a

natural language, such as mathematical symbols, emoticons, and the like. Other data also

can be generated for various purposes related to communication of the response to the

user.



[0027] Such conversational outputs can be provided in many ways. For example, the

responses can be displayed as text on a display screen. The responses can be processed

using speech generation to provide audio data that is played on speakers or headphones.

The responses can be converted to other image data, if the responses are not limited to

text, and the image data can be displayed. For example, such image data can include an

avatar of an entity showing gestures and facial expressions for the entity. Other output

formats can be generated depending on the desired interaction format selected by the user

(such as Braille, printing or other types of output devices).

[0028] The computer 100, or parts thereof, can be part of a device (not shown) that can be

used by the entity 104, or can be separate from a device used by the entity 104.

[0029] For example, the entity may use a hand held device, such as a mobile phone, with a

microphone, speaker and keyboard, possibly on a touch screen display. Such a hand held

device typically includes a computer. In one implementation, the computer on the hand

held device can include the input processing module 108. In another implementation, the

hand held device can communicate conversational inputs 102 to the input processing

module on another computing device; in turn, the other computing device can provide the

conversational response 106 to the hand held device. The connection between the hand

held device and the other computing device can be over any kind of data communication

network, such as a public computer network, cellular telephone connection, or the like.

Similar to a hand held device, a wearable computing device, taking a form of a wristband,

watch, earpiece or glasses, also can have a similar configuration.

[0030] As another example, the entity may be in an automobile or other vehicle, which

may have a microphone and speaker, and possible other input and output devices. The

vehicle can include an onboard computer that processes inputs from and provides outputs

to various devices in the vehicle. In one implementation, the onboard computer can

include the input processing module 108. In another implementation, the onboard

computer can communicate input data to an input processing module on another

computing device in wireless communication with the onboard computer, such as through

a cellular telephone connection or a satellite communication connection. In turn, the other

computing device can transmit the conversational response 106 to the onboard computer.

[0031] As another example, the entity may be in a home environment using a home

entertainment system that can include many devices, including but not limited to a game

console, a set top box, a smart television or other display, and one or more hand held

devices, such as smart phones, tablet computer and/or remote controls. Any one or more



of these devices can include one or more input devices, such as a microphone, keyboard,

or touch screen display from which a conversational input can be received from an entity

in the environment. Any one or more of these devices in the same environment also can

include one or more output devices, through which a conversational response can be

provided to the entity. The computer on one or more of these devices can include the

input processing module 108. This computer can be in a different device than the device

that includes either the input devices and/or the output devices. The connection among the

various devices can be over any kind of data communication network, including but not

limited to a private local area network, a wireless communication connection, a cellular

telephone connection, or the like.

[0032] Having now described example operating environments, more details of an

example implementation of the input processing module 108 in Figure 1 will now be

described in connection with Figures 2 and 3 .

[0033] The input processing module includes a plurality of classifiers 200, each classifier

being for a different conversation type. Each classifier has an input that receives feature

data 202 derived from the input data. Each classifier has an output that provides match

data 204 indicative of whether the feature data applied to the input of the classifier

matches the conversation type for the classifier. Each classifier has parameters, which are

distinct from the parameters of the other classifiers, and which are set in response to the

training process.

[0034] Any of a variety of types of pattern classifiers can be used in the input processing

module, such as decision trees, neural networks, vector machines, and the like. In general,

a pattern classifier receives an input, defined by a plurality of features, and provides an

output indicating how well the input matches patterns that the classifier has been trained to

match. In general, the output is a score within a defined range, such as 0 to 1, which is

computed using a form of similarity or distance metric or probability measure. Parameters

of the classifiers, such as parameters of the similarity or distance or probability metric, are

set through a training process. In one example implementation, the classifier can be

implemented using a binary classifier that uses a logistic regression classification method.

[0035] The features used by the classifiers generally are canonical forms into which an

input is converted. For conversational inputs, such features can include information such

as forms of words in the conversational input, the sequence of those words, n-grams of

those words, and other related information, such as source of the conversational input, any

emotional or tonal cues that may be available, environmental data, related keywords and



the like. As one example, features can include all of the words present, n-grams of the

words (e.g., 2 or 3-word sequences such as, for "how old are you?", example n-grams are

how old, old are, are you, etc.), the length of the utterance in words, the part of speech of

each word (e.g., "old" is an adjective), embeddings (numbers) that describe similar sets of

words, a parse tree describing the input, etc..

[0036] A selector 206 has inputs connected to receive the match data 204 from the

classifiers 200. The selector has an output that provides a conversational response 208,

from a collection 212 of conversational responses for each conversation type, based on the

match data 204 received from the classifiers. The conversational response 208 can be

generated in a variety of ways.

[0037] In one example implementation, the match data 204 output by a classifier is a score

computed by the classifier, and the selector 206 selects the conversation type

corresponding to the classifier producing the best score. As another example, all

classifiers producing scores within a range of the best score can be considered. Selecting

multiple classifiers is particularly useful if there is a hierarchy of conversation types. If a

classifier of a more general type and a classifier of a more specific type both produce

suitable match scores, the conversation type can be selected based on the classifier with

the more specific conversation type. A threshold can be applied to all of the scores to

ensure that the scores are sufficiently high to indicate the presence of a conversational

input. In turn, the selector accesses the collection 212 of conversational responses to

select a conversational response from among those stored for the selected conversation

type. The selection of a conversational response from a set can performed in a variety of

ways, such as a random, pseudo-random, quasi-random selection, round robin selection,

least recently used, feedback and ratings of the responses and so on.

[0038] The collection 212 of conversational responses for each conversation type is, in

general, created by individuals with experience in creating content for such services.

These human authored responses, as described in more detail below, can be created by

individuals that also participate in training the classifiers by providing labels to the inputs

of classifiers. The labels applied to a conversational input indicate whether the

conversational input is a positive or negative example of the conversation type. The

collection 212stores conversational responses in a manner that associates each

conversational response with a conversation type. Thus, the collection 212 is a set of data

representing conversational response/conversation type pairs, which can be stored in any

of a variety of ways that allows ready access and selection of a conversational response



given a conversation type. The conversational responses generally are represented using a

string of characters, which can be limited in length to a certain number of characters to

provide a consistent storage format. A conversation type can be represented with any

identifier, such as an alphanumeric identifier, which can be associated, whether directly or

indirectly, with a classifier for that conversation type.

[0039] Any of a variety of other techniques can be used to select a conversational

response from the collection 212 based on the match data 204 output by a set of classifiers.

[0040] In some implementations, information describing a dialog state 214 also can be

stored, and in turn used by the selector 206 or classifiers 200. The dialog state can be data

describing one or more previous conversational inputs, conversational responses and

conversation types. Such information is illustrated as being provided by the selector 206,

but also can be provided by classifiers 200 or another component of the system

specifically designed to track conversation state. Such information is illustrated is being

provided to one of the classifiers, but can be provided to all of the classifiers, a subset of

the classifiers or none of the classifiers. In some implementations, the conversation state

can be treated as a feature 202 applied to the classifiers. The classification of a

conversation type for a currently processed conversational input can be affected by the

dialog state 214. Alternatively, or in combination, the selection of a conversation type and

conversational response for a currently processed conversational input can be affected by

the dialog state 214. As a practical example, if the conversational input is "What is the

weather like today in Philadelphia?", a weather-related conversational response is

generated. If the next conversational input is "How about tomorrow?", then the dialog

state information 214 can be used to ensure that a weather-related conversational response

is generated. For example, information about conversation type hierarchy can be

combined with dialog state information to make such a selection.

[0041] A flowchart in Figure 3 describes operation of this example input processing

module.

[0042] In Figure 3, the operation begins with receiving 300 a conversational input.

Features derived from the conversational input are applied 302 to the inputs of a plurality

of classifiers. Match data is received 304 from the plurality of classifiers and used to

select 306 a conversation type. A conversational response is then output 308 based on the

selected conversation type.

[0043] Having now described the input processing module, an example implementation of

a training process for the classifiers will now be described in more detail.



[0044] In one implementation, a conventional training process for a conventional classifier

is used, starting with a known, finite set of conversation types and corresponding

examples. Using random sampling or some other approach, the examples are applied to

the classifier, and the parameters of the classifier are adjusted based on errors between the

output of the classifier and the examples applied to the classifier. After a classifier is

trained for a given conversation type, it can be used to generate conversational responses.

[0045] In one implementation, the classifier can be a binary classifier, which can be

trained using an active learning process. In such a process, training begins by selecting

400 a set, e.g., ten, of positive examples and a set, e.g., ten, of negative examples of

conversational inputs. A positive example is a conversational input that matches the

conversation type of the classifier. For example if the conversation type for the classifier

is "Question about today's weather in a location", then "What is the weather in Seattle

today?" is a positive example; "How old are you?" is a negative example. In one

implementation using a binary classifier, the labels of "0" or "1" are applied to the

example utterances, where "1" indicates the classifier should fire on this utterance, and "0"

indicates the classifier should not fire.

[0046] A classifier is initialized 402 by setting the initial parameters of the classifier using

the set of positive and negative examples using conventional techniques. Given an

initialized classifier, training is performed by applying 404 a training set of conversational

inputs (each one being called a training input) to the classifier. The training set can be

collected from various sources, such as actual conversational inputs that have been stored

in connection with a service. In this example, the training inputs are features derived from

actual conversational inputs. Each training input results in a score from the classifier. If

the result is clearly a positive or negative example, i.e., within a threshold amount of either

extremum of the range of scores, it is possible to automatically mark the training input ;

however such automatic labeling can produce and then reinforce errors and is not

preferred. Otherwise, any training inputs with ambiguous results, neither a positive match

or negative match, are presented 406 to an individual for labeling as either positive or

negative examples of the conversation type for this classifier. The classifier is then

updated 408 using the labeling of these additional training inputs. The process can then be

repeated one or more times as indicated by the arrow to step 404.

[0047] Figure 5 is a data flow diagram of an example implementation of a training

processing module used in the operation described in Figure 4 . In Figure 5, a collection

500 of conversational inputs is stored in computer-readable storage. Each stored input is



called a training input. A training input can be associated with a label and corresponding

conversation type. With multiple training types, a training input can be associated with

multiple labels. A training module 502 receives features 504 derived from conversational

inputs and labels 506. These are used to set parameters 508 for a classifier 510 for a

conversation type.

[0048] The labels are generally input by individuals 512 that review training inputs, and

label them as positive or negative examples of a conversation type. An individual 512 is

presented with a training input and an indication of a conversation type (shown at 514)

through a user interface 516 on a user device. The individual provides a label 518 for that

training input through the user interface 516.

[0049] The individuals 512 also can provide, whether through user interface 516 or

another user interface, whether on a same or different user device, the conversational

responses 520 for the conversation types. These conversational responses are stored in the

input processing module, such as shown in Figure 2 .

[0050] By having the same individuals prepare both the conversational responses and the

labels of the conversational inputs, the system has a higher likelihood of having responses

that are appropriate for the given inputs. Such capability is provided by having classifiers

by conversation type trained using labeled inputs, and conversational responses selected

by conversation type. In other words, the computer provides appropriate responses to

conversational inputs because the individuals that generate the conversational responses

are the same individuals providing labels for conversational inputs. By using classifiers

per conversation type trained by positive and negative examples of labeled conversational

inputs, a content editor can be both labeler and editor.

[0051] Using a large corpus of conversational inputs, the computer can identify possible

conversation types by using various forms of clustering algorithms. Samples for training

can be selected based on the conversation types in which the utterances are placed, and

new conversation types also can be identified. A clustering algorithm can group similar

conversational inputs into a set, resulting in multiple different sets with each set having

similar conversational inputs. Samples from a set can be used as positive examples for a

corresponding conversation type for that set, which samples from other sets can be used as

negative examples.

[0052] As one example implementation automatic clustering includes applying k-means to

vector-space representations of utterances, for example using bag-of-word vectors, or

projections of utterances using latent semantic analysis (LSA) or latent dirichlet allocation



(LDA). In another example implementation, existing classifiers can be used, and

utterances for which a classifier fires, i.e., utterances of a known conversation type, are

excluded; remaining utterance that do not cause a classifier to fire can be associated with a

new conversation type.

[0053] In an implementation, the classifiers also can be extended to include classes of

words and phrases for social conversation. Conversation types, as noted above, can be

grouped into hierarchies. Such hierarchies can be based on keywords associated with

conversational inputs or other class information that is derived from sets of conversational

inputs. Such classes can be automatically identified, for example, using automatic

clustering. As a particular example, automatic clustering can be performed by projecting

words into a continuous space, and clustering in that continuous space. For example,

projecting can be performed using LSA, LDA, or word embeddings learned with neural

networks, and then clustering can be performed using k-means. Another method for

introducing classes is for the content editor to provide example words/phrases, and to

automatically extend the class. For example, if the content editor provided "born", "grow

up", "childhood", more terms can be added automatically like "raised in", "I'm from",

"went to school in". Semi-supervised variants of clustering techniques (such as LSA,

LDA, or word embeddings) also can be used.

[0054] In one aspect, a conversational input is processed using a means for selecting a

conversational response based on applying features derived from the conversational input

to a plurality of classifiers. Each classifier is associated with a conversation type.

Conversational responses also are associated with conversation types.

[0055] In another aspect, a conversational input can be processed by receiving input data

representing a conversational input into memory. Feature data derived from the input data

can be applied to a plurality of classifiers, each classifier representing a conversation type

from among a plurality of conversation types. Classifiers output match data in response to

input feature data. A conversational response is selected according to one or more

conversation types from among the plurality of conversation types according to the match

data output by the classifiers.

[0056] In any of the foregoing aspects in this section, the features can include n-grams

generated from the conversational input. Such features can include data indicative of

emotion related to the conversational input. Such features can include data indicative of

one or more classes for subject matter of the conversational input.



[0057] In any of the foregoing aspects in this section, each classifier can be a binary

classifier such that the match data output in response to the feature data represents a

probability that the feature data matches a conversational input labeled as being a positive

example of the conversation type associated with the binary classifier.

[0058] In any of the foregoing aspects in this section, the feature data can be derived from

the conversational input and other information associated with the conversational input.

[0059] In any of the foregoing aspects in this section, the conversational response can be

selected from a collection that stores a plurality of conversational responses for the

plurality of conversation types.

[0060] In any of the foregoing aspects in this section, one or more conversation types can

be selected from among the plurality of conversation types according to the match data

output by the classifiers. The conversational response can be selected according to the

selected one or more conversation types. The one or more conversation types can be

selected based on scores from among the match data output by the classifiers.

[0061] In any of the foregoing aspects in this section, each classifier can output a score.

The score can be within any range of values, with certain values indicating a match of the

features to the conversation type represented by the classifier, with certain values

indicating absence of a match. The values indicating a match can be an extremum of the

range, such as maximum values in the range. The score, alternatively, can indicate a

probability of a match to the conversation type.

[0062] In any of the foregoing aspects of this section, dialog state information can be

maintained. A conversational response can be selected based also on the maintained

dialog state information. A conversational response can be selected based also on the

maintained state information and conversation type hierarchy information.

[0063] In any of the foregoing aspects in this section, the input from an entity of a

conversational input and the output to that entity of the conversational response can be

performed on one or more devices separate from other devices and computers that

generate features from the conversational input, apply those features to classifiers, and

select the conversational response. In such a case the device that receives inputs is

connected to one or more computers to transmit information about the conversational

inputs. Similarly, the device that receives transmissions with information about the

conversational responses is connected to one or more computer to receive such

transmissions. Each such device or computer includes memory, an input through with



input data is received, a processor configured to process the input data, and an output

through which output data can be provided to another device or computer.

[0064] In any of the foregoing aspects in this section, the device or devices used by the

entity to provide a conversational input and receive a conversational response can be any

of a number of devices, including, but not limited to, a mobile phone, tablet computer,

hand held computing device, automobile-based computer, laptop computer, portable

computer, server computer, notebook computer, slate computer, desktop computer, home

entertainment system, game console, set top box for cable satellite or other television

reception, television, smart display device, and the like.

[0065] In any of the foregoing aspects, a classifier can be trained to classify

conversational inputs into a conversation type. Such a training process can be

implemented by labeling a first number of conversational inputs as positive examples of

the conversation type and a second number of conversational inputs as negative examples

of the conversation type. The classifier is built using the labeled conversational inputs. A

corpus of conversational inputs is accessed. The conversational inputs from the corpus are

applied to the classifier to obtain an output for each conversational input from the

classifier. Additional conversational inputs are presented to one or more individuals for

labeling based on outputs from the classifier for the conversational inputs. Labels are

received from the one or more individuals for the presented additional conversational

inputs. The classifier is retrained using the additional labeled conversational inputs.

[0066] In any of the foregoing aspects of this section involving training of classifiers, the

classifiers can be trained using a process that repeats steps of applying, presenting,

receiving and retraining, using the retrained classifier.

[0067] In any of the foregoing aspects, conversational responses, for the conversation type

associated with the classifier for which one or more individuals performed the labeling,

can be received from the individuals that performed the labeling.

[0068] In any of the foregoing aspects, additional conversation types can be identified

from the corpus of conversational inputs. For example, conversational inputs in the corpus

can be clustered, and a conversation type can be assigned to the clusters. As another

example, conversational inputs can be applied to a plurality of classifiers. The

conversational inputs for which none of the plurality of classifiers indicates a match are

identified. One or more new conversation types are assigned to the identified

conversational inputs.



[0069] In any of the foregoing aspects, presenting conversational inputs for labeling can

include selecting the additional conversational inputs to be presented according to whether

the output of the classifier indicates that the additional conversational input to the

classifier is neither a positive match nor negative match.

[0070] In any of the foregoing aspects, the conversation type of a classifier can be

included in a hierarchy of conversation types. A conversation type can be selected based

on classifiers with a score above a threshold, and a more specific conversation type is

selected over a more general conversation type. Automatically clustering the corpus of

conversational inputs can provide class information for the conversational inputs.

[0071] Any of the foregoing aspects of this section can be embodied in one or more

computer systems, as any individual component or components of such a computer

system, as a process performed by one or more of such computer systems or any

individual component of such a computer system, or as one or more articles of

manufacture including computer storage with computer program instructions are stored

and which, when processed by one or more computers, configure those computers to

provide such a computer system or any individual component of such a computer system.

[0072] In the example implementation described in connection with Figures 1 through 5,

there can be two applications, one for building classifiers (e.g., a training processing

module), and another for using a trained classifier for responding to conversational inputs

(e.g., an input processing module). Each of these applications may be comprised of

multiple applications implementing different components of the application. Each

application can be designed to execute on a separate platform (e.g., a computer with an

operating system that manages access to resources of the computer by applications

running on the computer). The computer is implemented as described in connection with

Figure 6 below.

[0073] Figure 6 illustrates an example computer with which the various components of the

system of Figures 1-5 can be implemented. The computer can be any of a variety of

general purpose or special purpose computing hardware configurations. Some examples

of types of computers that can be used include, but are not limited to, personal computers,

game consoles, set top boxes, hand-held or laptop devices (for example, media players,

notebook computers, tablet computers, cellular phones, personal data assistants, voice

recorders), server computers, multiprocessor systems, microprocessor-based systems,

programmable consumer electronics, network PCs, minicomputers, mainframe computers,



and distributed computing environments that include any of the above types of computers

or devices, and the like.

[0074] With reference to Figure 6, an example computer 600 includes at least one

processing unit 602 and memory 604. The computer can have multiple processing units

602. A processing unit 602 can include one or more processing cores (not shown) that

operate independently of each other. Additional co-processing units, such as graphics

processing unit 620, also can be present in the computer. The memory 604 may be

volatile (such as dynamic random access memory (DRAM) or other random access

memory device), non-volatile (such as a read-only memory, flash memory, and the like) or

some combination of the two. This configuration of memory is illustrated in Figure 6 by

dashed line 606. The computer 600 may include additional storage (removable and/or non

removable) including, but not limited to, magnetically-recorded or optically-recorded

disks or tape. Such additional storage is illustrated in Figure 6 by removable storage 608

and non-removable storage 610. The various components in Figure 6 are generally

interconnected by an interconnection mechanism, such as one or more buses 630.

[0075] A computer storage medium is any medium in which data can be stored in and

retrieved from addressable physical storage locations by the computer. Computer storage

media includes volatile and nonvolatile memory, and removable and non-removable

storage media. Memory 604 and 606, removable storage 608 and non-removable storage

610 are all examples of computer storage media. Some examples of computer storage

media are RAM, ROM, EEPROM, flash memory or other memory technology, CD-ROM,

digital versatile disks (DVD) or other optically or magneto-optically recorded storage

device, magnetic cassettes, magnetic tape, magnetic disk storage or other magnetic storage

devices. Computer storage media and communication media are mutually exclusive

categories of media.

[0076] Computer 600 may also include communications connection(s) 612 that allow the

computer to communicate with other devices over a communication medium.

Communication media typically transmit computer program instructions, data structures,

program modules or other data over a wired or wireless substance by propagating a

modulated data signal such as a carrier wave or other transport mechanism over the

substance. The term "modulated data signal" means a signal that has one or more of its

characteristics set or changed in such a manner as to encode information in the signal,

thereby changing the configuration or state of the receiving device of the signal. By way

of example, and not limitation, communication media includes wired media such as a



wired network or direct-wired connection, and wireless media such as acoustic, RF,

infrared and other wireless media. Communications connections 612 are devices, such as

a network interface or radio transmitter, that interface with the communication media to

transmit data over and receive data from communication media.

[0077] Computer 600 may have various input device(s) 614 such as a keyboard, mouse,

pen, camera, touch input device, and so on. Output device(s) 616 such as a display,

speakers, a printer, and so on may also be included. All of these devices are well known in

the art and need not be discussed at length here. The input and output devices can be part

of a housing that contains the various components of the computer in Figure 6, or can be

separable from that housing and connected to the computer through various connection

interfaces, such as a serial bus, wireless communication connection and the like. Various

input and output devices can implement a natural user interface (NUI), which is any

interface technology that enables a user to interact with a device in a "natural" manner,

free from artificial constraints imposed by input devices such as mice, keyboards, remote

controls, and the like.

[0078] Examples of NUI methods include those relying on speech recognition, touch and

stylus recognition, gesture recognition both on screen and adjacent to the screen, air

gestures, head and eye tracking, voice and speech, vision, touch, gestures, and machine

intelligence, and may include the use of touch sensitive displays, voice and speech

recognition, intention and goal understanding, motion gesture detection using depth

cameras (such as stereoscopic camera systems, infrared camera systems, and other camera

systems and combinations of these), motion gesture detection using accelerometers or

gyroscopes, facial recognition, three dimensional displays, head, eye , and gaze tracking,

immersive augmented reality and virtual reality systems, all of which provide a more

natural interface, as well as technologies for sensing brain activity using electric field

sensing electrodes (EEG and related methods).

[0079] The various storage 610, communication connections 612, output devices 616 and

input devices 614 can be integrated within a housing with the rest of the computer, or can

be connected through input/output interface devices on the computer, in which case the

reference numbers 810, 812, 814 and 816 can indicate either the interface for connection

to a device or the device itself as the case may be.

[0080] Each component (which also may be called a "module" or "engine" or the like), of

a system such as described in Figures 1-5 above, and which operates on a computer, can

be implemented using the one or more processing units of one or more computers and one



or more computer programs processed by the one or more processing units. A computer

program includes computer-executable instructions and/or computer-interpreted

instructions, such as program modules, which instructions are processed by one or more

processing units in the one or more computers. Generally, such instructions define

routines, programs, objects, components, data structures, and so on, that, when processed

by a processing unit, instruct the processing unit to perform operations on data or

configure the processor or computer to implement various components or data structures.

Such components have inputs and outputs by accessing data in storage or memory and

storing data in storage or memory.

[0081] This computer system may be practiced in distributed computing environments

where operations are performed by multiple computers that are linked through a

communications network. In a distributed computing environment, computer programs

may be located in both local and remote computer storage media.

[0082] Alternatively, or in addition, the functionality of one or more of the various

components described herein can be performed, at least in part, by one or more hardware

logic components. For example, and without limitation, illustrative types of hardware

logic components that can be used include Field-programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs),

Program-specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs), Program-specific Standard Products

(ASSPs), System-on-a-chip systems (SOCs), Complex Programmable Logic Devices

(CPLDs), etc.

[0083] The terms "article of manufacture", "process", "machine" and "composition of

matter" in the preambles of the appended claims are intended to limit the claims to subject

matter deemed to fall within the scope of patentable subject matter defined by the use of

these terms in 35 U.S.C. §101.

[0084] It should be understood that the subject matter defined in the appended claims is

not necessarily limited to the specific implementations described above. The specific

implementations described above are disclosed as examples only.



CLAIMS

1. An apparatus comprising:

an input device configured to produce input data, the input data representing a

conversational input;

memory arranged to receive and store the input data;

a processing system configured to cause feature data derived from the input data

from the memory to be applied to inputs of a plurality of classifiers, each classifier

representing a conversation type from among a plurality of conversation types and

outputting match data in response to input feature data;

the processing system being further configured to receive data into the memory

indicative of a conversational response to the conversational input, the data being selected

according to the match data output by the plurality of classifiers; and

an output device configured to present output data based on the received data

indicative of the conversational response.

2 . The apparatus of claim 1, wherein, to select the conversational response, the processing

system is further configured to:

select one or more conversation types from among the plurality of conversation

types according to the match data output by the classifiers; and

generate the conversational response according to the selected one or more

conversation types.

3 . The apparatus of any of claims 1 or 2, wherein the features include n-grams generated

from the conversational input.

4 . The apparatus of any of the preceding claims, wherein the features include data

indicative of emotion related to the conversational input.

5 . The apparatus of any of the preceding claims, wherein the features include data

indicative of one or more classes for subject matter of the conversational input.

6 . The apparatus of any of the preceding claims, wherein the processing system is further

configured to derive the feature data from the conversational input and other information

associated with the conversational input.



7 . The apparatus of any of the preceding claims, wherein each classifier is a binary

classifier such that the match data output in response to the feature data represents a

probability that the feature data matches a conversational input labeled as being a positive

example of the conversation type associated with the binary classifier.

8. The apparatus of any of the preceding claims, wherein, to select the conversational

response, the processing system is further configured to select a conversational response

from a collection that stores a plurality of conversational responses for the plurality of

conversation types.

9 . The apparatus of any of the preceding claims, wherein to select one or more

conversation types, the processing system is further configured to select a conversation

type having a best score from among the match data output by the classifiers.

10. The apparatus of any of the preceding claims, wherein the processing system is further

configured to train the classifiers to classify conversational inputs into conversation types.

11. The apparatus of any of the preceding claims wherein, to train a classifier for a

conversation type, the processing system is further configured to:

label a first number of conversational inputs as positive examples of the

conversation type and a second number of conversational inputs as negative examples of

the conversation type;

build the classifier using the labeled conversational inputs;

access a corpus of conversational inputs;

apply conversational inputs from the corpus to the classifier to obtain an output for

each conversational input from the classifier;

present additional conversational inputs to one or more individuals for labeling

based on outputs from the classifier for the conversational inputs; and

receive labels from the one or more individuals for the presented additional

conversational inputs; and

retrain the classifier using the additional labeled conversational inputs.



12. The apparatus of claim 11, wherein the classifier includes conversational responses

prepared by one or more of the one or more individuals, for the conversation type

associated with the classifier for which the one or more individuals performed the

labeling.

13. The apparatus of claim 11, wherein the processing system is further configured to

identify additional conversation types from the corpus of conversational inputs.

14. A process comprising:

receiving through an input device and storing into memory input data representing

a conversational input;

a processing system causing feature data derived from the input data from the

memory to be applied to inputs of a plurality of classifiers, each classifier representing a

conversation type from among a plurality of conversation types and outputting match data

in response to input feature data;

the processing system receiving data into the memory indicative of a

conversational response to the conversational input, the data being selected according to

the match data output by the plurality of classifiers; and

presenting through an output device output data based on the received data

indicative of the conversational response.

15. An article of manufacture comprising a computer readable storage medium encoded

with computer program instructions to configure a processing system to implement the

process of claim 14.
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